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Review of Debbie & Lee of Anerley

Review No. 15047 - Published 31 Jan 2002

Details of Visit:

Author: Steve299
Location 2: Anerley
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: 26/01/02 after 7PM
Duration of Visit: 45 min +
Amount Paid: 
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Debbies Massage
Website: http://www.debbiesmassage.net
Phone: 02086760043

The Premises:

Basement flat, tidy & clean, reasonable safe area (bit dark using the rear entrance to flat)

The Lady:

Debbie attractive brunette / Lee attractive blond (nice Scots accent), both ladies are in their 30?s
have nice busty bodies both very friendly and sexy, both described before.

The Story:

This wonderful 3 some was arranged last time I saw Debbie.

After chatting in the main room with both ladies & another well known contributor (who left) we got
down to the deed, shown to the bedroom whilst the ladies got ready. Both ladies entered the room
wearing similar clothing (thought I was seeing double, without my glasses) and proceeded to sexily
remove my clothes whilst I helped them out of theirs. Lots of sexy play took place before we
decided on using the shower. We decided that all three of us would not fit in the shower together, so
Lee and I went in, whilst Debbs played with a big and I mean big vibrator outside the shower
cubicle. Much to my pleasure after a few minutes Debbie decided to get in the shower with Lee & I
(Yes you can get 3 people in the shower cubicle ? very, very cosy). Returned to the bedroom for
more sexy fun, Debbs put a strap on dick and proceeded to take Lee whilst Lee gave me oral,
moved on to sex with Lee, change of condom before moving on to Debbs. Oral with Debbs before
moving on to sex in a couple of new positions for me whilst playing with Lee. Removed the condom
and some nice hand relief finally cuming over Debbs lovely boobs. Nice leisurely session no rush to
go, had a lager and chat whilst they tidied up.

Treat them well and you might get lucky to be offered the prospect of a threesome.
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